Users and Data: The Two Neglected Children of Bilingual Natural Language Processing Research
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Abstract

Despite numerous studies devoted to mining parallel material from bilingual data, we have yet to see the resulting technologies wholeheartedly adopted by professional translators and terminologists alike. I argue that this state of affairs is mainly due to two factors: the emphasis published authors put on models (even though data is as important), and the conspicuous lack of concern for actual end-users.

1 Introduction

Parallel corpora (documents collections that are translations of one another) are the bread and butter of machine translation (MT). Solutions have been proposed for mining parallel texts found on the Web (Chen and Nie, 2000; Resnik and Smith, 2003), and for aligning sentences in parallel documents (Gale and Church, 1993), leading to so-called “bitexts”. It then becomes possible to align words in parallel sentence pairs, in an unsupervised way (Brown et al., 1993).

Because parallel data is relatively rare, researchers have turned to exploiting comparable corpora, e.g. news articles in different languages covering the same event. Sharoff et al. (2013) thoroughly examine this topic. It is noteworthy that researchers know quite well how to identify parallel sentences in a comparable corpus (Munteanu and Marcu, 2005), and can then use “tried and true” procedures for extracting bilingual lexicons from such a resource (Rapp, 1995; Fung, 1995; Mikolov et al., 2013).

Being able to benefit from both parallel and comparable data is quite an accomplishment from a scientific point of view, and progress is still being made on the task. In contrast, and frustratingly, the technologies that professional translators are adopting continue to rely mainly on sentence-based translation memories. I do not mean to say that other technologies are not being used. For instance, translation agencies are increasingly integrating machine translation into their workflow, but this is mostly driven by cost reduction, and not by a genuine interest in MT on the part of translators, who remain unconvinced.

I submit that this limited adoption of new resources and technologies is due to the conjunction of two factors: the overall lack of concern for actual users, and the clear preference of the research community for the study of models at the cost of research on data. Of course, improvements on models have the potential to impact users. Notably, recent studies (Bentivogli et al., 2016; Isabelle et al., 2017) confirm that neural MT (Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014) significantly reduces errors, therefore requiring less post-editing. However, better ways of efficiently acquiring and organizing data equally matters.

As for end-users, more interest in their day-to-day concerns should lead to a better adoption of the technologies we develop, which in turn would reveal scientific challenges we had never thought of before. One example of a project I have been involved in is the (at that time pioneering) effort to develop an interactive translation engine named TransType (Foster et al., 1997) in which a translator interacts iteratively with a translation engine in order to produce a translation. After multiple rounds of development, we had several translators beta-test our prototype (Langlais et al., 2002), and we realized that the keystroke saving rate used to measure the improvements brought about by TransType was not correlated with the user’s productivity gains. This led us to devise a user model that we could not have foreseen at the beginning of the project (Foster et al., 2002). See (González-
Rubio et al., 2012) for further developments along these lines.

Doing research in a vacuum certainly facilitates progress. For instance, in recent years we have witnessed a tremendous interest in embedding methods for extracting bilingual lexicons, thanks to the pioneering work of (Mikolov et al., 2013). It is nowadays a standard procedure to measure the quality of embedding representations on what is called the bilingual lexicon induction (BIL) task. One popular evaluation protocol, initially proposed in (Mikolov et al., 2013) consists in identifying the translation of the last 1000 words of the 6000 most frequent words in the training material. However, for many language pairs of interest, existing bilingual lexicons already list the translations of frequent (and less frequent) words. In fact, in (Jakubina and Langlais, 2017), we show that the accuracy of embedding-based methods when translating rare words — which arguably is a test case of better use to end users — is less than 2% at rank 1. I must make it clear at this point that I am excited by embedding methods and their potential to improve the current state of the art. I am merely saying that the way we evaluate these methods does not reflect their true usefulness.

The purpose of this presentation is to pinpoint a number of challenges I feel are worth being reinvestigated. They belong to two categories: understanding better how to acquire and organize (bilingual) data, and better exploiting existing resources, with an emphasis on more representative test cases. This list is not exhaustive, and emanates from the needs expressed by some of the industry professionals I have been discussing with, and from the opinions I have been forming over time when reading (exciting) publications in my field.

2 Overlooked Issues

2.1 Data Acquisition

Finding parallel documents over the Web has been studied early by (Chen and Nie, 2000; Resnik and Smith, 2003). Those systems (and others like them) perform resource alignment by examining their URLs. Since this superficial information is sometimes misleading, they also use other features such as length ratios, lexicon overlap or HTML structure mapping. As noted in (Buck and Koehn, 2016), efforts in gathering parallel data have been mostly ad-hoc and limited in scale. I believe these limitations stem precisely from the fact that we are more concerned by models than data in the academia. Interestingly, the bilingual alignment document shared task at WMT 2016 is a very sensible attempt to promote research to find solutions to the aforementioned problem. I hope this is a rallying first step, fostering a new interest in striking a compromise between efficiency and effectiveness, in the spirit of (Ture et al., 2011).

Conventional wisdom tells us that parallel data is (comparatively) rare, therefore there is a need for mining comparable corpora. Munteanu and Marcu (2005) show that cross-lingual information retrieval coupled with a filter on the publication date of the news offer an efficient way of gathering comparable news data over the Web. Smith et al. (2010) demonstrate that language inter-linked article pairs in Wikipedia offer valuable comparable data. Still, I am not aware of any large-scale and systematic way of mining comparable data over the Web.

Gathering domain-specific bilingual corpora (parallel and comparable) is a related issue that has many practical benefits, but which I feel is neglected. Compiling domain-specific monolingual data is difficult enough (Groc and Tannier, 2014), in a multilingual setting, it is even more complex to begin to agree on best practices. See (Azoulay, 2017) for a recent attempt and (Morin et al., 2010) for evidences that the quantity of texts acquired should not be the only concern.

2.2 Data Organization

Large-scale acquisition efforts conducted over the Web involve at some point an effort to distinguish parallel data from comparable or even unrelated data. A similar situation arises in institutions that produce documents in multiple languages without necessarily keeping track of which documents are parallel or comparable, and with what level of quality. A typical example of this are news agencies.

The classification of (Fung and Cheung, 2004) is very useful to qualify the kind of bilingual data we are dealing with, as are measures of the comparability of a corpus (Li and Gaussier, 2010; Babych and Hartley, 2014). I think more efforts should be invested in estimating the quality of a bilingual corpus (parallel or comparable). It could prove useful for instance when choosing the appropriate extraction technique for a given pair of documents. For example, we could select a
monotonous sentence-alignment if the documents are near-parallel, and Cartesian product-based approaches if the documents are merely comparable.

Produced texts are increasingly becoming multilingual, through various processes that are not all known. While the overused parliamentary Hansard debates are created by a well-known process, for many collections, the genesis of a document is simply not known. This poses exciting challenges that have been partially addressed, among which detecting that a text has been produced by translation (whether it be automatic or not) (Carter and Inkpen, 2012; Arase and Zhou, 2013). This feature might impact applications such as plagiarism detection (Ceska et al., 2008).

2.3 Parallel Material Extraction

Having a collection of parallel and comparable corpora available allows for extracting translation units. Sentences have been the focus of much research, and we know rather well how to align sentences in a parallel corpus. While aligning legislative texts and the like is more or less a solved problem (Langlais et al., 1998), aligning literary texts is still very challenging (Xu et al., 2015). Goutte et al. (2012) report that statistical MT is robust with respect to noise in sentence alignment. At the same time, Lamraoui and Langlais (2013) show that carefully aligning sentences in a collection as well structured as Europarl (Koehn, 2005) leads to (slight) increases in performance. These somehow contradictory results warrant further investigations.

At the other end of the spectrum of units, we typically seek to align words. So-called IBM models (Brown et al., 1993) are popular generative models that can be learnt in order to extract word pairs in parallel data. Still, identifying multiword expressions and their translations remains an actively studied¹ and challenging task. In particular, Isabelle et al. (2017) have observed that idioms are poorly handled by neural machine translation.

Aligning units in a comparable corpus remains a challenge as well. Recognizing sentences that are translations of one another in a comparable corpus has been studied early by (Munteanu and Marcu, 2005), but advances in embedding methods might improve the current state of the art. We have participated in this year’s BUCC shared task on parallel sentence extraction from comparable corpora with such an approach (Grégoire and Langlais, 2017), and I expect this research avenue to gain in popularity. With the exception of (Kumano and Tokunaga, 2007) and (Quirk et al., 2007), we lack a generative model of a comparable corpus that would allow to capture parts of documents that are aligned in a principled way, whatever the granularity (paragraphs, sentences, expressions, words or even subwords).

For progress in extraction to be meaningful, we should pay attention to the way we measure it: Not all units are equally important. For instance, pairs of compositional units are not worth being collected (and therefore evaluated). Likewise, mining sentence pairs in which n-grams have already been seen massively is likely not very helpful. We believe that the community should share a number of benchmarks that are representative of specific uses. Ultimately, this should involve users because they know best what matters to them.

3 Discussion

Progress in acquiring bilingual collections of texts, organizing them into a meaningful repository, and extracting knowledge from it are three avenues that are clearly overlapping. Many of those aspects have received attention by many researchers, and have been the focus of dedicated projects, such as ACCURAT (Skadia et al., 2010).

Still, our (or at least my) understanding of how to efficiently mine bilingual material for a specific use is deficient. I believe one reason for this is that our community is more versed in elaborating models and evaluating them in a vacuum, whereas I think data is definitely part of the game, and we should work on better ways of evaluating our technology. This presentation will be punctuated by a number of studies conducted at RALI, some of which involve real-life users.
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